where ii, ..., ik run over the integers 2Z, and a (ii, ..., i*) 's are integers and only finitely many of them are nonzero. / (xi, ..., Xk) is irreducible if it is not a unit and if whenever then one of 9 (xi, ..., Xk) and h (xi, ..., Xk) is a unit.
Using the equivariant ^-theory in the previous paper [2] , we obtained a necessary condition for the existence of a G~map St/~-*SW in terms of the Euler classes of U and W. Along the line of this we will do a further study for the case of G = T*, and obtain the following results : 3 In this Theorem, if m ~ 1 then U must be a subrepresentation of W as a complex representation.
After discussing some prerequisites in § 1 and § 2, we will prove Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 in § 3. Finally in § 4 we will correct the incorrect part of the previous paper [2] . § 1. G-maps between Representation Spheres
In this section we will recall some prerequisites from [2] . Let R(G) denote the complex representation ring of a compact Lie group G. The Euler class A-iU of a unitary representation U of G is defined by i where A 1 U is the t-th exterior power of U. The equivariant K-rmg KG (SU) of the unit sphere SU of U is isomorphic to R (G) divided by the ideal generated by 2-iU:
KG(SU}=R(G)/(A-iU).
For a second unitary representation W of G, let/: SLJ-*SW be a G-map. We have a commutative diagram :
where ?TI and 7T 2 are the canonical projections. Then we obtain Proof. First we prove the necessity of (i) . This is clear if (bi, ..., bk) ( 0, ..., 0). So we assume fr^O. Then we see a^O. We assume further that a&>0 and 6*>0. (Noting that 1-xi^'-xj* is different from 1-xl cl°*°X k Ck only by a unit factor , the case of a&<0 or 6/ c <0 can be deduced from the case of a*->0 and 6fr>0.) Letting m = <Zfc>0, n = bk>Q and x=Xk, then Z[xi, ..., xji can be considered as the ring of Laurent polynomials in x over Z[xi, ..., x^-ili, i.e., Letting ©= (a i? ..., a*-i) and &= (&i, ..., ^-i), we put a (e) = xi 1 We will now prove Theorem 0.2. F(wai, ..., wa&, w) ). Taking the join of such T k X S 1 "maps for all (ai, ..., a A ), we obtain a Finally we should correct the previous paper [2] . On page 729 of [2] it is asserted that U=U, but this is incorrect. If we modify the definition of \j\ as \j\ : =ai + ~'+ak + bi + "'+bi for j= (ai, ..., a k , bi, ..., bi), we can still prove Theorem 1.1 of [2] with this modification of \?\. The new proof can be done along a similar line of the previous one in [2 ; § 4] .
Proposition 1.1 ( [2; Proposition 2.4] ) . // there exists a G-map SU-*SW, then /Li We (X-iU) inR(G).

Now we restrict our attension to the ^-dimensional torus
T k . Then tf(T*)sZ[xi, ...,
Proof of Theorem
